Chapter: 3182
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

Where has Tang Qian, who has always been high above the ground,
suffered such grievances, this time it is really going to make her pride
shattered.
“She did it first, but she was a step behind, and I was helping her.” Chi
Fang looked free and easy, driving the car out of the garage, chewing
bubble gum: “If she hit me , the end will only be worse.”
Although I don’t know who Chi Fang’s backstage is, Yang Ning knows
that it is definitely a hard backstage that can make the waiter bend over.
She said this is quite reasonable.
“You’re right when you say that…” Yang Ning twitched the corners of
his lips, looking at the road ahead with a flat expression, and didn’t
intend to ask more.
After a while, Chi Fang sent Yang Ning to the intersection where the
rental house was located, and then drove away. Yang Ning walked all
the way and returned to the house alone, and saw Xiaodong greeted
him anxiously.
“What happened, why did you let me come back first?”
After Tang Qian fell off the stage, she sent a text message to Xiaodong
to let her leave, otherwise Tang Qian might have another dispute when
she saw her.
“Something happened.” Yang Ning finished changing his shoes and sat
on the sofa, frowning deeply: “Tang Qian’s woman picks up trouble,
Director Hou didn’t say anything, but I’m afraid the media will use this
to make a big report.”
As soon as she heard Tang Qian’s name, Xiaodong’s face changed
obviously. She sat beside Yang Ning and clenched her fists
involuntarily. Her heart was wrapped in huge anxiety: “Did she frame
you?”
“That’s right.” Yang Ning frowned, nodded, took out his mobile phone
and called up Qiwei’s number: “Let’s not talk about this, I have to call
Qiwei first.”
As Tang Qian said, she did escape Director Hou’s accusations, and she
couldn’t escape the media’s doubts. Today’s commotion is so big, those
gossip reporters will not miss this opportunity.
Therefore, she must find Qiwei and take the lead in misinterpreting the
whole incident. This is called crisis public relations in the industry.
“Okay, hurry up and call.” Xiaodong understood, she nodded, and
quickly asked Yang Ning to call.
After dialing the number, Yang Ning waited with bated breath. After a
few rings, the phone was finally answered.
“Hey, what’s wrong?”
Hearing Qiwei’s voice, Yang Ning held his forehead and said in a dull
tone, “I need your help with something.”
On the other end of the phone, Qi Wei sighed and asked tentatively,
“Is it about today’s press conference?”
Yang Ning did not expect the news to travel so quickly, even Qiwei,
who was busy recently, knew what she had experienced, and became
more and more aware of the seriousness of the incident.
She frowned tightly, and her arrogant calm was shaken: “Now that you
know, I won’t beat around the bush. I need you to help me spread
some negative news about Tang Qian on the Internet.”
Hearing this, Qiwei hesitated a bit, and replied, “Tang Qian’s negative
news? Do you like old cows to eat tender grass?”
This is almost known to everyone in the circle who is familiar with her.
Tang Qian has had this hobby for five years.
“Not only that.” Yang Ning said solemnly, “I also need you to tell
those netizens that I was framed because of a scandal with her favorite
Xiao Xianrou, so I was framed by her, remember, but also Attached is
a detailed analysis, which seems plausible.”
Yang Ning had already thought about this on the way back. Since Tang
Qian wanted her to be discredited and get out of the entertainment
circle, she would never be soft-hearted.
However, it’s just a matter of repaying the person’s body with the way
of the person.
“This method is feasible, then I’ll do it right away.” Qiwei was silent for
a while, and after thinking about it, he felt it was appropriate, and
immediately hung up the phone and started writing a whitewashed
Weibo for Yang Ning.
Xiaodong, who had been nervous all the time, finally breathed a sigh of
relief when she saw that the two had reached a deal. She looked at
Yang Ning’s still unresolved brows and knew that she was not
completely relieved, but at this moment she didn’t know how to solve
Yang Ning.
Suddenly, Xiaodong’s cell phone rang, she took it out and found that it
was a push message.

